Highlights

- Recipients’ emotional experiences during their bad news consultation were examined
- Experiences included bodily sensations, affective states, and cognitive conditions
- Experiences related to the news and perceived consequences, more than its delivery
- Strong emotional experiences do not necessarily indicate an ineffectual interaction
Title

'Just gripping my heart and squeezing': Naming and explaining the emotional experience of receiving bad news in the paediatric oncology setting.

Abstract

Objective To explore recipients' perspectives on the range and origins of their emotional experiences during their 'bad news' consultations.

Methods Participants were four bereaved families of children who had changed from active treatment to palliative care in paediatric oncology. Data was collected using emotional touchpoint storytelling. The names (descriptors) given to the emotional experiences were linguistically classified. Explanations of their perceived origins were examined using applied thematic analysis.

Results 26 descriptors were given, relating to bodily sensations, affective states, evaluations and cognitive conditions. Three themes were identified in the origins of these experiences – 'becoming aware', 'the changes' and 'being in this situation'. Parents described strong emotional displays during the consultation including physical collapse. These related to the internal process of 'becoming aware'. Three descriptors were given as originating from the clinicians and their delivery of the news – 'supported', 'included', 'trusting'.

Conclusions Recipients perceive their emotional experiences as mainly originating from the news itself, and perceived consequences of it, rather than its delivery. Strong emotional reactions during the interaction are not necessarily an indicator of ineffectual delivery.

Practice Implications Findings offer a thematic framing that may support and deepen practitioners' understanding of recipients' emotional reactions during bad news consultations.
1. Introduction

Breaking bad news is perceived by practitioners as one of the more challenging aspects of their work, even by those practitioners who find themselves in this situation on a relatively regular basis (1, 2). Clinicians may exhibit physiological stress responses before and during the delivery of bad news and experience ongoing anxiety, sometimes for a matter of days, when such interactions are perceived as not having gone well (2–4). They particularly struggle with recipients' emotions and reactions to the news and assume personal responsibility for the emotional outcome (5–7). Moreover, practitioners tend to interpret strong emotional reactions by recipients as an indicator of ineffectual communication or a failing on their part (1, 5, 8).

Researching recipients' perspectives on bad news interactions is difficult (9–12) and the established literature base has focused mainly on measurement of recipients' satisfaction with clinicians' technique, their comprehension of the information given, and the identification of which aspects of time, place and person the recipients liked or disliked (13–16). In effect, even when the recipients' perspectives are sought, it is still the deliverer and the delivery processes that are examined, with only a few notable exceptions (17–20).

While such research has facilitated significant improvements in the training and management of bad news communication (21–23) it might be also counterproductive, ignoring the potential individual influences arising from the wider psychosocial contexts of such interactions (24–26), and perpetuating clinicians' own potentially damaging or self-critical responses to this aspect of their work.

Studies that have examined the recipients' perspectives on receiving bad news have identified a broader time-frame in recipients' understanding of the phenomenon, with receiving bad news viewed as an ongoing process in being seriously ill rather than a single isolated communication (17–19). However, within those studies the moments of diagnostic confirmation and communications outlining new prognostic information have still been represented as key aspects of the experience (17,18,20) and bad news consultations continue to be viewed as pivotal moments in healthcare relationships (27,28,29).

The aim of this study was to gain a better understanding of the emotional experience of receiving bad news, and of recipients' perspectives on the origins of their emotional reactions experienced during bad news consultations.
2. Methods

The Local Research Ethics Committee granted ethical approval for the project in September 2012, with agreement from the local NHS research and development office. All participants provided informed written consent. Pseudonyms are used in the reporting of the research to maintain participant anonymity.

2.1 Study Sample

This study was part of a wider project examining the practical and emotional experiences of staff and parents caring for children who changed from active treatment to palliative care in the paediatric oncology setting (30). The inclusion criteria for this study were defined to ensure selection of individuals with direct experience of the phenomenon of interest, being the parent of a child diagnosed with cancer who changed from active treatment to palliation and end of life care. Potential participants were identified and discussed for eligibility by the clinical team who had treated them and, in order to respect the grieving process and minimise potential for distress, only parents whose children had died between a minimum of one and maximum of ten years ago were considered.

31 families were identified and invited by letter to participate. Seven families agreed to take part and undertook an in depth semi-structured narrative-based interview. These seven families were also invited to participate in this emotional touchpoint storytelling study, to be conducted six weeks later. Although all seven families initially agreed to participate in the emotional touchpoint phase, three declined when contacted again at the six-week stage. Only the data generated through the emotional touchpoint storytelling has been used in this analysis.

2.2 Participants

Four families participated and an outline of the characteristics of the participants’ children is given in table 1. While all four families who took part in this study comprised married couples, only one of the interviews was undertaken by both parents. The remaining three interviews were undertaken by the mothers alone. Bereavement had occurred between three and seven years prior to the research.

2.3 Data Collection

The framework of emotional touchpoint storytelling was adopted for the interview (31–33). While other story elicitation methods exist, emotional touchpoint storytelling
focusses on expression of the affective experience of personally meaningful moments, rather than providing a general narrative or timeline of events (32, 34). This interview methodology has a history of use in user-centered design in architecture and the service industry in general (35), and more recently in NHS research investigating care experiences during delirium (34), and compassion in hospital settings (32).

Research suggests that the general population does not have a particularly broad emotional vocabulary (36) and provision of a range of pre-printed words has been found to stimulate, rather than constrain, personalised emotional expression (32). Training specific to conducting emotional touchpoint storytelling was given by the Leadership in Compassionate Care Programme (32), which also provided an interview toolkit with pre-printed emotion-related words. The pre-printed words and details of the interview process are given in box 1.

2.4 Data Management

At times during the reflective process, participants explored experiences related to other stages of their child’s illness. This activity was not interrupted during the interviews. However, the descriptors and experiences relating to those other aspects, such as the event of their child’s death, were removed from the analysis. In the case where both parents undertook the interview, both selected descriptors as they wished and these were included regardless of whether or not there was consensus between them.

The primary purpose of this study was to advance humane practice in the area of bad news interactions, rather than to directly advance emotion theory, and the study aimed to investigate subjective interpretations of ‘emotional experiences’ rather than objectively defined ‘emotion’. Therefore, all words participants used as descriptors, and all experiences participants stated were part of their ‘emotional experience’, have been included in the analysis regardless of their fit, or lack thereof, with any particular discipline’s theory of emotion. This paper therefore uses the terms ‘feeling/feelings of’ and ‘emotional experiences’ interchangeably and to reflect any form of experience the participants named.

2.5 Data Analysis

2.5.1 Descriptors – Naming the experiences

Only words written down as specifically naming emotional experiences were examined as ‘descriptors’. Linguistic classification of these words was undertaken using Ortony, Clore and Foss’s Affective Lexicon (37). This lexicon was chosen because of its broad
applicability, which was considered particularly important given the non-directive approach of this study to participants’ word choice and interpretation of ‘emotional experiences’. The lexicon includes words that refer directly to emotions as well as words that implicate emotions in a variety of ways and attends to the class of words, so as to provide a general taxonomy of the affective conditions referred to, rather than a fine-grained focus on individual emotional concepts.

2.5.2 Explanations - Origins of the experiences

Participants’ explanations of the origins of their emotional experiences were examined using applied thematic analysis in order to take an exploratory, rather than confirmatory, approach to this data (38). The practical process of data analysis was guided by the writings of Braun and Clarke (39). The principles of analytic induction, constant comparison and comprehensive data treatment, established by Silverman (40), were adhered to in order to maximise the quality, rigour and reliability of the research.

This analysis was undertaken to identify themes in the perceived origins of the emotional experience. The associated named emotional experiences are commented on in the findings, but were not the driving force behind the thematic analysis.

An open coding procedure was used, given the lack of previous research in this area, with codes created as required to capture appropriately the experiences and issues raised in the texts (38, 41, 42). All individual parts of the data generated in this study were examined in detail. Interpretations made of the individual texts were also examined in relation to the other participants’ transcripts and the data as a whole.

While the researcher conducted the analysis in full, the interpretations and thematic allocations made were discussed and compared with the original texts over a series of meetings with the Research Team. Challenges and justifications of the interpretations were also made over an additional series of meetings with the wider project management committee. The relevant professional and academic disciplines of the research team and management committee are given in appendix A.

3. Results

3.1 Naming the experiences

Each family picked a range of descriptors from available pre-printed cards and chose to write a few of their own labels as well, selecting between five and 13 descriptors each. No
single descriptor was chosen by all of the participants. The linguistic categorisation of the selected words is presented in table 2.

The word ‘sick’, which was used as a descriptor by two different families, can be categorised as both a physical state and an affective state. While an affective state, related to disgust, was an appropriate interpretation of its use by one participant, the context of the second family’s use of the term was akin to a physical representation in keeping with a physiological fight or flight response. ‘Sick’ therefore appears twice in table 2.

3.2 Origins of the experiences

Thematic analysis indicated three superordinate themes in the parents’ perceptions about the origins of their emotional experiences. These were ‘becoming aware’, ‘the changes’, and ‘being in this situation’. These themes are discussed, with illustrative quotes, below. Additional quotes evidencing these themes are provided in appendix B.

3.2.1 Becoming Aware

The first theme in the participants’ explanations of the origins of their experiences centered on the perception of awareness, in terms of both the internal process of becoming aware, and the external process of being made aware.

The descriptors ‘dread’, ‘dizzy’, ‘sick’, and ‘shocked’ were explained as originating from the internal process of becoming aware, and as occurring in the early stages of the interaction. The form and grouping of the descriptors in the explanations conveyed not only the type of emotional experience, but also the force of the experience. For example, talking of the moments just prior to the disease recurrence being verbalised, and realising for herself that her son’s prognosis was now terminal, one mother illustrated:

They came into the room, three people kind of approaching you, so you kind of know, ... I felt sick, I felt dizzy, I felt as if I was going to have a heart attack, I felt my chest was tight and it was just gripping my heart and squeezing it, I couldn’t breathe, I just felt as if I was going to collapse and I just felt as if my stomach and my heart was just going to get ripped out, and I was in shock and I had to lie down and they had to get me a drink.

Participant A

While also originating from the internal process, the descriptors ‘heavy’ and ‘numb’ were linked by parents to the experience of deeper awareness and fuller understanding, and were explained as occurring during the later stages of the consultation.
You felt a heaviness over you because, because I knew too much and you knew the destiny that was going to happen. **Participant D**

Three descriptors were interpreted by parents as originating from the external process of being made aware, arising directly from the actions of the deliverer and their management of the interaction. These descriptors were ‘trusting’, ‘supported’ and ‘included’.

Parents illustrated the interaction as proceeding at their pace and this, along with the opportunity to have repeat consultations, was given as the origin of feeling ‘supported’.

**Mum:** If you got told something you could sit and talk …

**Dad:** Aye, they would come back in and speak to you about it.

**Mum:** … they supported you and just saying things, you didn’t know anything, they would help you, they talked to you, things like that, and the nurses as well, they would always chat, so that’s how I felt, supported. **Participants B**

The paediatric setting of this study added a specific nuance to the experience of receiving bad news, and ‘included’ not only encompassed the parents’ perception of being told, of being heard, and of being helped to understand what had been said, but encompassed the inclusion of their child in this process too. The feeling of ‘trust’ expanded further on this experience, involving a belief in the clinician’s openness and honesty in sharing information, along with a belief that this information was based on a sound interpretation of the illness and the treatment options, and founded on the intention to act in their child’s best interest.

I trusted Doctor Jones, total trust in him … if there was something he could do he would do it, but we trusted him to tell us what was what and he did, he did. **Participant C**

### 3.2.2 The Changes

The second theme in the perceived origins of the experiences revolved around the onward consequences of the news and changes that parents believed the new prognosis wrought. These were conceptualised in terms of the end of some aspects of their way of life and the start of new ways of being in the world, in keeping with a transitional process.

All the families had cared for their children over the course of several active cancer treatments. Each round of treatment had caused a range of difficult side effects for the
children and the parents had experienced distress from believing that their child had been suffering as a result. The expression of feeling ‘relieved’ and ‘glad’, when told of their child’s change to a terminal prognosis, was perceived as originating from the realisation that their child would not have to undergo more treatments or risk accruing further side effects.

I was relieved that he wasn’t going to hospital and they weren’t going to do anything to him ... Having watched him going through it [chemotherapy and surgery] twice, it's not a good thing, so relieved that they weren't going to do anything to him. Participant C

This emotional experience was extremely difficult for the parents both at the time of the experience and when revisiting it for the interview. For example, the parents quoted below talked together in tears of their relief on hearing the plan to end active treatment:

Mum: Relieved. Do you want to know why? Because, oh God, it was basically [sobbing] ... pain .... finished.

Dad: Aye, it was when we knew there was nothing else. Participants B

While the change to a terminal prognosis brought to an end the difficulties of active treatment, it was also the end of the possibility of successful treatment. Receiving this news was the end of hope for their child's survival.

I just felt hopeless, there was nothing, that was the end ... there's nothing else you could do once that spread ... It was hopeless now, I mean he was going to die, there was nothing else that they could do. Participant A

The change of treatment plan also necessitated new ways of being and parents talked of their feelings, which mainly related to fear, as originating from concerns about physical symptoms and emotional experiences their child might face during the palliative phase, with the potential for pain or anxiety in their child foremost in their thoughts.

Scared for Christopher, scared that he'd be in pain, scared that he'd be frightened. ... Scared and frightened. Yes, frightened for what he was going to be facing. Participant C

However, this aspect was also described in relation to the parents’ own futures, to their uncertainty of their ability to withstand, individually and as a couple, the challenges of witnessing the death of their child.
I suppose scared about what were we going to have to face, what the future would be, scared I’d have to watch her die, watch her fade away in front of our eyes and not be able to do anything about it. ... Just looking at each other and thinking, “God, what are we going to face, what does the future hold, how are we going to get through it, how are we going to come out the other end? Participant D

3.2.3 Being in this Situation

The final theme in the parents’ explanations related to the essence of the interaction itself, hearing that their child was dying, and to the experience of being a parent in this position.

‘Powerless’ and ‘helpless’ were dominant expressions in this theme and, on receiving the news, were related both to the parents’ own personal powerlessness and to that of the doctors. There were multiple domains in which the parents experienced feeling powerless; against the disease per se, in their desire to protect each other from pain and loss, and in their duty as a parent to nurture and protect their child. For example, one mother explained:

I suppose powerless, because everything in Beth’s life was out within our control you know, as a parent I suppose you, you take control and you can make things better, and then that’s just taken away from you.

Participant D

Other feelings were layered into the expression of feeling powerless, with parents talking of feeling ‘fraught’ in their attempts to fight it, and ‘empty’ in their acceptance of it. The experience of anger, while not specifically connected to feeling powerless, imparted a similar sense of impotence, with no one to blame and no way of stepping in to take the pain or illness on the child’s behalf.

Angry it was back, but there’s nobody you can be angry at, is there? But you do feel an anger, and again angry that he was going to, it was him that was going to have all the pain, him that was going to be missing out again.

Participant C

While these feelings were illustrated in a manner that indicated acknowledgement of the certainty and finality of the situation, the descriptor ‘hopeful’ was also experienced in contradiction. Talking about her feelings at the end of the consultation, one mother explained:
You know, it’s that, “maybe they’ll come back and say they’ve got it wrong”. **Participant D**

Rather than believing the team was actually wrong, hope appeared to be more about providing a way to cope with the enormity of the new knowledge they had received.

## 4. Discussion and Conclusion

### 4.1 Discussion

This study explored recipients’ interpretations of their experiences of receiving bad news taking an open, non-directive approach in order to gain insights into recipients’ own beliefs about the origins of their feelings, rather than directing them to consider whether specific aspects, such as the clinician, clinic environment or language used, had played any role.

Of the 26 descriptors chosen in this study, only three were directly connected to the experience of the clinician and the management of the interaction. These were ‘supported’, ‘included’ and ‘trusting’. While we cannot tell what the clinicians’ communication styles or processes actually were, the parents’ explanations did touch on certain specific experiences. These were; being allowed to ask questions and voice concerns, being included in treatment decisions and forward planning, and having repeated opportunities to do this. These practices have already been identified in the literature as promoting comprehension and patient satisfaction, and are included in current practice guidelines (22, 43, 44). The findings of this study support the interpretation of these behaviours as beneficial processes within the ‘bad’ or ‘significant’ news context.

Although the remaining descriptors were connected by the participants to issues arising from the news itself, some were based on particular thoughts and beliefs that, while not caused by the actions of clinicians, might be eased over time through appropriate intervention (43, 45). These included feelings of fear in the anticipation of pain during the palliative stages, and feelings of powerlessness and hopelessness in the acknowledgement of the finality of their situation (46–48).

There may be specific characteristics of this participant population that influenced the distribution of perceived origins found in this study, or resulted in only positive feelings being reported in connection to the deliverer, and delivery, of this news. For example, the clinical team and the clinicians who broke the news were all well known to the
participants and, while the parents were narrating feelings related to the moment of the interaction, the way in which they explained them suggested that their established familiarity with the clinician may have played a part in the parent's experiences both at the moment of the interaction and during the recall of these experiences for the research interview. Good communications skills, such as those already mentioned, may also have influenced the distribution of perceived origins found in this study, effectively removing the clinician and the delivery process from the recipients' dominant experiences and enabling participants to focus instead on themselves and the personal consequences of the news.

Nonetheless, the type and strength of the feelings described in combination with the experiences to which they were attributed remains an important finding. Participants differentiated their feelings about the news itself from their feelings about the deliverer, and delivery, of it, describing experiencing powerful reactions and outward displays of their most difficult and negative emotional experiences, while simultaneously feeling supported and included with total trust in the clinical team. The findings of this study, therefore, question the cogency of clinicians' belief that the quality of their performance can be judged in relation to recipients' emotional displays (5, 8).

4.1.1 Limitations

This study was undertaken in one paediatric oncology setting and looked specifically at the receipt of a child's terminal prognosis after active treatment. This design constrained the potential population sample and the participant numbers were small. This study was intended to be exploratory in nature, its findings illuminative to aid reflection on current practices, and the methodology and limited participant numbers were in keeping with this aim. However, data saturation was not confirmed and it is possible that additional themes and a more nuanced understanding might have been found with a larger study sample. Participants also only gave descriptors with positive connotation in connection to the clinician. These study features mean that the findings cannot be assumed to be generalisable beyond the examined population.

This study also relied on retrospective recall some years after the event. The prolonged time between the event itself and the investigation of it was vital in enabling parental participation (30) and, while the findings might have been influenced by this distancing period, bereavement studies have shown a remarkable accuracy in emotional recall years after the event (49).
4.2 Conclusion

This study has added to the scholarship on bad news interactions providing an in-depth examination of the recipients’ perspectives on their own experiences. The findings indicated that these participants perceived the origins of the majority of their emotional experiences, and in particular their distress, as rooted in the news itself and the perceived consequences of it, not in the way it was delivered, and related to experiences of transition and adjustment to imminent loss.

4.3 Implications for Practice

Teaching and practice guidelines for breaking bad news advise that recipients’ emotional reactions should be identified and acknowledged (22). However, there is a dearth of research to guide our explicit understanding of this particular emotional experience during the communication and interaction. This research provides the first steps towards a thematic framing that can assist practitioners in this process, illustrating the wide range of descriptive terms that participants themselves use to name their emotional experience, and evidencing three broad areas that might conceptually encompass the origins of these feelings.

This research also provides support for the importance of providing time, focused attention and repeated opportunities to ask questions in the practice of breaking bad news, as identified in previous research studies and practice guidelines (22,43,44).

Finally, this research suggests that alternative means, beyond the recipient’s emotional reactions and displays, would be of benefit to practitioners in their appraisal of their performance during such interactions. It indicates that further in-depth exploration of recipients’ responses, verbal and nonverbal, may be of benefit in future communication research in this field.
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Tables and boxes

**Table 1** - Characteristics of participants’ children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of participants’ children</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnoses</td>
<td>Rhabdomyosarcoma, Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia, Acute Myeloid Leukaemia, and Medulloblastoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of length of illness</td>
<td>1 – 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of age at death</td>
<td>1 – 17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender distribution</td>
<td>2 girls, 2 boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling status of families at time of death</td>
<td>Three of the children were the only children of the family; one child had one older sibling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling status of families since death</td>
<td>In the case of the three only children, one family had gone on to have more children. In the case of the child with one older sibling, the family had not had any further children and the sibling had remained alive and well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of time in palliative phase</td>
<td>11 days – 6 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** – Classification of Emotional Descriptors (Affective Lexicon). Words selected from the pre-printed cards are shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Affective Condition</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Evaluations</td>
<td>Awful; Glad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Evaluations</td>
<td>Vulnerable; Helpless; Powerless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and Bodily states</td>
<td>Dizzy; Sick*; Numb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective States</td>
<td>Angry; Anxious; Dread; Frightened; Glad; Scared; Sad; Sick*; Relieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective-Behavioural Conditions</td>
<td>(No descriptors in this category)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective-Cognitive Conditions</td>
<td>Hopeful; Hopeless; Shocked; Worried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural-Cognitive Conditions</td>
<td>(No descriptors in this category)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Conditions</td>
<td>Confused; Trusting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORDS NOT IN LEXICON</strong></td>
<td>Heavy; Empty; Supported; Fraught; Included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1 – Emotional Touchpoint Storytelling Process

Pre-printed words

Words with positive connotations were differentiated from those with negative connotations. They were printed in differing fonts and were arranged separately so that the positive words were to one side, the negative words positioned to the other. All of the words were visible through the interview. There were equal numbers of positive and negative words. Blank cards and a pen were also provided and were visible throughout the storytelling process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive Words (n=15)</th>
<th>Negative Words (n=15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supported; calm; encouraged; hopeful; pleased; valued; respected; safe; comfortable; fortunate; relieved; thankful; included; heard; trusted.</td>
<td>Worried; anxious; let down; frustrated; scared; misunderstood; surprised; angry; powerless; vulnerable; confused; awkward; annoyed; awful; unsupported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interview Process

Participants had already undertaken a semi-structured interview and details from those were used as background information by the researcher for the touchpoint phase. The touchpoint event used was the moment of open verbal acknowledgement, between the parents and the medical team, of the failure of the active treatment, disease progression, and the change to a terminal prognosis. An outline of the event, as originally described by each of the participants, was written by the researcher on an individualised family card and placed in front of the parents. Parents first talked through the events of this moment again and then chose, either from a range of already printed cards or by writing on blank cards, individual words (descriptors) that identified the feelings they recalled. Participants were then encouraged to explain and explore why they had chosen each descriptor and the thoughts and experiences behind them. The interviews were audio-recorded for later verbatim transcription.

Example of individualised touchpoint moments

“Receiving bone marrow and brain scan results”
“Being asked to go to the consultation room for blood results”

General prompts

“You have put the word ‘[descriptor]’ there, can you tell me a little more about that experience?”
“What were you thinking about/remembering when you chose the word ‘[descriptor]’?”
“I was wondering what your experience of ‘[descriptor]’ was connected to?”
“What was that experience like?”

Examples of individualised prompts and clarifications

“How did you feel sitting in there while [your daughter] was getting the news?”
“And did you think at that point, ‘we’re going to go through the treatment again’?”

Training and support

The researcher undertaking the interviews had more than 15 years experience of conducting interviews on emotionally difficult and sensitive subjects, as well as a further 10 years clinical practice as a nurse, midwife, and HIV pre and post test counsellor. Training specific to conducting emotional touchpoint storytelling was given by the Leadership in Compassionate Care Programme. Emotional support was available, through the hospital chaplain, for participants following participation in this research. Supervision and support was similarly available for the researcher throughout the conduct of the study.
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Appendix B

Part 1

Additional quotes evidencing the applied thematic analysis findings of the origins of the emotional experiences – Becoming Aware; The Changes; Being in this Situation.

Becoming Aware

*Internal process of becoming aware (realisation)*

They came into the room, three people kind of approaching you so you kind of know, ... I felt sick, I felt dizzy, I felt as if I was going to have a heart attack, I felt my chest was tight and it was just gripping my heart and squeezing it, I couldn’t breathe, I just felt as if I was going to collapse and I just felt as if my stomach and my heart was just going to get ripped out, and I was in shock and I had to lie down and they had to get me a drink. **Participant A**

“When you’re asked to go to the room you know that something’s going to be, it’s not going to be good news, it’s just that little “Whoa!” It’s that, you know, your feet to your head where your body just goes, it feels like a kind of, not adrenalin but a kind of, just that dread, that you know what’s coming next.” **Participant D**

You felt a heaviness over you because, because I knew too much and you knew the destiny that was going to happen. **Participant D**

*External process of being made aware*

“But the reason why I felt that was I was, I was wondering how they were going to tell [my son].” **Participant A**

“We all felt included, ... we all met when, to discuss when, when Chris was told. We always felt included.” **Participant A**

“Dr Jones, as I say, if you wanted to ask him anything he would soon tell you ... He was straight. ... but I think you really need to go home and just sort of digest what
you’ve been told and think about it and then maybe a couple of days later see Dr Jones again and you would say something, ask them something again, and then they would sort of tell you again.” Participants B (Father) – discussing the origin of feeling ‘supported’.

Mum: If you got told something you could sit and talk ...

Dad: Aye, they would come back in and speak to you about it.

Mum: ... they supported you and just saying things, you didn’t know anything, they would help you, they talked to you, things like that, and the nurses as well, they would always chat, so that’s how I felt, supported. Participants B

I trusted Doctor Jones, total trust in him ... if there was something he could do he would do it, but we trusted him to tell us what was what and he did, he did. Participant C

The Changes

Things that were ending

“I just felt hopeless, there was nothing, that was the end ... there’s nothing else you could do once that spread ... It was hopeless now, I mean he was going to die, there was nothing else that they could do.” Participant A

Mum: Relieved. Do you want to know why? Because, oh God, it was basically [sobbing] ... pain .... finished.

Dad: Aye, it was when we knew there was nothing else. Participants B

“That was what I felt at the time, I felt sad that the boy was having to go and do all this again, but there is that funny bit there, relieved when he wasn’t .... I think there was a bit of me thinking, thinking back there, “God, I hope we don’t have to go through all this again for him”, ... so I was pretty glad when Dr Smith said, “no, there’s nothing” and really there was nothing to be done.” Participant C

“I was relieved that he wasn’t going to hospital and they weren’t going to do anything to him ... Having watched him going through it [chemotherapy and surgery] twice, it’s not a good thing, so relieved that they weren’t going to do anything to him.” Participant C
“I was more worried about how it was all going to go at the end really I suppose.”
Participants B

“Scared for Christopher, scared that he’d be in pain, scared that he’d be frightened. ... Scared and frightened. Yes, frightened for what he was going to be facing.” Participant C

“I suppose scared about what were we going to have to face, what the future would be, scared I’d have to watch her die, watch her fade away in front of our eyes and not be able to do anything about it. ... Just looking at each other and thinking, “God, what are we going to face, what does the future hold, how are we going to get through it, how are we going to come out the other end?”
Participant D

Being in this situation

“You wished you could do something more to cure her. Its like, if I had something wrong with the car I would try and repair it, whereas I couldn’t do that for her, I couldn’t do any repairs on her, I couldn’t get any drugs that could help her, they were doing everything they could. That’s the way I felt powerless.” Participants B (Father)

“Although you were getting the worst news you were always still hopeful, it was strange ... you just think this is never going to [happen]. You still thought a week or two later she’d still be there. Participants B (Father)

“I think I felt awful for Christopher, not so much for us, I just felt awful for him, I felt, “not again.” Participant C

“Angry it was back, but there’s nobody you can be angry at, is there? But you do feel an anger, and again angry that he was going to, it was him that was going to have all the pain, him that was going to be missing out again.” Participant C
“And you just feel powerless against any cancer! Wouldn’t you?” Participant C

“You know, it’s that, ‘maybe they’ll come back and say they’ve got it wrong’.” Participant D

“It’s just where you’re just totally helpless and looking at anything that’s going to make it better or change it for us, I suppose and still having that bit of hope that maybe they had got it wrong you know.” Participant D

“I suppose powerless, because everything in Beth’s life was outwith our control you know, as a parent I suppose you, you take control and you can make things better, and then that’s just taken away from you.” Participant D

“I suppose vulnerable’s another, kind of … just taking in what was been said to you and you know, because you’re not in the right frame of mind, you’re not of clear thinking because there’s so many other things going on in your mind.” Participant D

Part 2

Additional quotes evidencing the two linguistic uses of ‘sick’ as a descriptor.

**Affective State**

“Sick to the pit of my stomach … having to sit there and listen to them telling you that you know, she wasn’t going to survive, … knowing that you’re not going to be able to do anything to change it.” Participant D

**Physical and Bodily states**

“I felt sick, I felt dizzy, I felt as if I was going to have a heart attack, I felt my chest was tight and it was just gripping my heart and squeezing it, I couldn’t breathe, I just felt as if I was going to collapse and I just felt as if my stomach and my heart was just going to get ripped out…” Participant A